Preston’s Regulator Sizing Cheat Sheet

Need a gas regulator sized?

1. Gather the following:
   - gas type
   - inlet pressure (PSI or “WC)
   - desired outlet pressure
   - What is the flow range (BTU/hour or CFH)?

2. This is helpful too:
   - desired pipe size
   - application
   - regulator location - inside or outside?
   - Will noise be an issue?

3. CALL (303) 697-6701
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Need a gas regulator sized?

Gather the following:

1. gas type
2. inlet pressure (PSI or “WC)
3. desired outlet pressure
4. What is the flow range (BTU/hour or CFH)?

This is helpful too:

1. desired pipe size
2. application
3. regulator location - inside or outside?
4. Will noise be an issue?

CALL (303) 697-6701